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Abstract

Norm violations have been demonstrated to impact a wide-range of seemingly non-normative judgments. Among other things, when agents’ actions violate prescriptive norms they tend to be seen as having done those actions more freely, as having acted more intentionally, as being more of a cause of subsequent outcomes, and even as being less happy. The explanation of this effect continue to be debated, with some researchers appealing to features of actions that violate norms, and other researcher emphasising the importance of agents’ mental states when acting. Here, we report the results of two large-scale experiments that replicate and extend twelve of the studies that originally demonstrated the pervasive impact of norm violations. In each case, we build on the pre-existing experimental paradigms to additionally manipulate whether the agents knew that they were violating a norm while holding fixed the action done. We find evidence for a pervasive impact of ignorance: the impact of norm violations on non-normative judgments depends largely on the agent knowing that they were violating a norm when acting. Moreover, we find evidence that the reduction in the impact of normality is underpinned by people’s counterfactual reasoning: people are less likely to consider an alternative to the agent’s action if the agent is ignorant. We situate our findings in the wider debate around the role or normality in people’s reasoning.
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The Puzzling Impact of Normality

A large and growing body of research has documented that norm violations influence a wide range of intuitive judgments, including judgments of intentional action (Knobe, 2003), causation (Kominsky & Phillips, 2019), freedom (Young & Phillips, 2011), happiness (Phillips, De Freitas, Mott, Gruber, & Knobe, 2017), doing vs. allowing (Cushman, Knobe, & Sinnott-Armstrong, 2008), pro-/con-attitude ascriptions (Pettit & Knobe, 2009), and modal judgments (Knobe & Szabó, 2013). Such normality effects are not hard to demonstrate. Consider the following situation:

While sailing on the sea, a large storm came upon a captain and his ship. As the waves began to grow larger, the captain realized that his small vessel was too heavy and the ship would flood if he didn’t make it lighter. The only way that the captain could keep the ship from capsizing was to cut the cargo loose which is weighing the ship down. The captain knows that the cargo contains his wife’s expensive art collection because that is what he packed into the cargo. Fully realizing the cargo contains his wife’s expensive art collection, the captain cut the cargo loose and it fell into the sea. While the cargo containing his wife’s expensive art collection sank to the bottom of the sea, the captain was able to survive the storm and returned home safely.

Was the captain forced to throw his wife’s cargo overboard? Intuitively, ‘Yes.’ (Phillips & Knobe, 2009). Now consider a variant in which the captains’ actions violate a moral norm (changes in italics):

While sailing on the sea, a large storm came upon a captain and his ship. As the waves began to grow larger, the captain realized that his small vessel was too heavy and the ship would flood if he didn’t make it lighter. The only way that the captain could keep the ship from capsizing was to cut the cargo loose which is weighing the ship down. The captain knows that the cargo contains his wife’s expensive art collection because that is what he packed into the cargo. However, he also learned that a number of illegal passengers have hidden in the cargo boxes before the ship left the harbor.

Fully realizing the cargo contains passengers, the captain cut the cargo loose and it fell into the sea. While the cargo containing the illegal passengers sank to the bottom of the sea, the captain was able to survive the storm and returned home safely.

In cases like this, people judge the captain to have been much less forced to throw the cargo overboard (Phillips & Knobe, 2009). This is just one example of a much broader phenomenon. A norm-violating agent is judged as acting more intentionally (Knobe, 2003),
having more pro-attitudes (Pettit & Knobe, 2009), being more causal (Icard, Kominsky, & Knobe, 2017), being less happy (Phillips et al., 2017) and as making (vs. allowing) an outcome to occur, compared to an agent performing the same action but abiding to the norm (Pettit & Knobe, 2009; Phillips, Luguri, & Knobe, 2015). Hence, at this point there is little debate over whether norms influence a wide-range of judgments. Instead, discussion largely centers on why such an effect occurs.

Specific vs. General Explanations of Normality’s Impact

Specific accounts

For many of these judgment types, researchers have put forward specific proposals aiming to explain why norm violations influence a given type of judgment in particular (Hindriks, 2014). It is worth taking a look at some of these to appreciate how some norm effects have led to vastly different and partly competing accounts. Consider just the influence of normality on intentional action judgments—sometimes referred to as the “Knobe effect”—which has by itself sparked a variety of explanations (see Feltz, 2007, for an overview). The fact that people are more inclined to judge that agents intentionally brought about harmful vs. helpful side effects has been explained by reference to the agent’s cost-benefit trade-off (Machery, 2008; Mallon, 2008), inferences about the agent’s mental states and beliefs (Alfano, Beebe, & Robinson, 2012; Laurent, Reich, & Skorinko, 2019; Uttich & Lombrozo, 2010), emotional responses and blame judgements (Cova, Lantian, & Boudesseul, 2016; Hindriks, Douven, & Singmann, 2016; Nadelhoffer, 2006), and even an interaction of ‘System 1’ and ‘System 2’ reasoning (Ngo et al., 2015; Pinillos, Smith, Nair, Marchetto, & Mun, 2011). Other theories have adopted a more semantic approach, pointing to the interpretive diversity of the concept of intentionality (Guglielmo & Malle, 2010; Nichols & Ulatowski, 2007) or the role of pragmatic implicatures in these cases (Adams & Steadman, 2007; Lindauer & Southwood, 2021). Theories of this effect in domains other than intentional action are no less diverse. For example, Díaz and Reuter (2021) argue that reduced attributions of happiness to norm-violating agents are the result of how “fitting” people perceive the concept of happiness to be under such circumstances, while others argue that it arises from beliefs about the agent’s “true self” (Newman, De Freitas, & Knobe, 2015), and yet others argue that it arises from something about the concept of happiness itself (Phillips, Nyholm, & Liao, 2014). Likewise, a debate around the correct explanation of why people increase ascriptions of free will to abnormally behaving agents has emerged. While some have argued that people’s desire for punishment underpins their belief in the free will of a norm-deviating agent (Clark et al., 2014; Clark, Winegard, & Shariff, 2021), others have made the case that dispositional inferences about the agent’s character make up this effect (Monroe & Ysidron, 2021).

General accounts

While many of these accounts have developed explanations that take into account the idiosyncratic features of the respective judgment type, some of them converge on the role of blame as a mediating factor for the impact of normality. The basic idea that unites some of these proposals is that norm-violating actions or negative consequences usually trigger a negative evaluative response, and that the respective judgment—e.g., the attribution
of causality, free will or intentional action—is increased in order to justify this evaluation (Alicke, 2000). Accordingly, all of these heterogeneous norm effects are merely a by-product of a more general moral cognitive process, and may be subsumed under some kind of unified account according to which participants are “motivated” to negatively evaluate norm-deviating behavior (Clark et al., 2021).

Other researchers offer a competing unified explanation for the effects of normality (Bernhard, LeBaron, & Phillips, 2022; Knobe, 2010; Phillips & Knobe, 2018; Phillips et al., 2015). This account suggests that the influence of normality on all these judgments—from intentional action to happiness—is driven by people’s reasoning about alternative possibilities, or “counterfactual reasoning” (Knobe, 2022; Phillips & Knobe, 2018; Phillips et al., 2015). Both counterfactual and motivated cognition accounts have an advantage over more specialised theories by being able to each explain a large proportion of the effects of normality across judgment domains. Which family of accounts, however, provides the more accurate explanation of the impact of norms on non-moral judgments is a matter of ongoing debate.

Arguably, the most thoroughly investigated case study of the impact of normality is focused on judgments of causation (Willemsen & Kirfel, 2019). Across a now large body of research, the debate has centered on which of these two theoretical accounts can best account for the sensitivity of people’s causal judgments to normality (Alicke & Rose, 2012; Kominsky & Phillips, 2019; Samland & Waldmann, 2016; Sytsma, 2020a). A recent major focus of this discussion concerns the finding that the influence of normality on causal judgments is impacted by the agent’s knowledge of the norm that was violated (Samland, Josephs, Waldmann, & Rakoczy, 2016; Samland & Waldmann, 2016). While both types of unified accounts have claimed to be able to account for this finding, our focus does not primarily concern which of these general accounts is correct. Rather, we want to use the recently discovered effect of ignorance to help adjudicate between specific and general approaches to explaining normality’s impact across judgment domains. Specifically, we want to ask whether the impact of ignorance extends to the effects of normality in other judgment domains. To the extent that it does, we would have evidence that the effect of norms across domains are likely all part of a single unified phenomenon, which, consequently, should be explained in a unified way. In other words, we want to pit specific vs. general accounts of the impact of norms across domains by leveraging the prior finding that the influence of norms on causal judgments is sensitive to the epistemic state of the norm-violating agent.

Before proceeding, it will be important to be clearer about the original effect of ignorance we will be seeking to extend. In the following section, we describe how normality affects causal judgments, and explain the recent debate that led to the discovery of the moderating effect of ignorance.

**Cause, Norm, and Ignorance**

At the broadest level, the general phenomenon is that when some event is one of multiple necessary conditions for a given outcome, the more abnormal that event is, the more people judge it to be the cause of the outcome (Knobe & Fraser, 2008). If two cars crash in the middle of an intersection—one of which ran a red light and one of which did not—the cause of the accident is intuitively the driver who violated the traffic norm, not the one who didn’t (for the origin of this example, see Kahnemann & Tversky, 1982). But
why? One family of accounts emphasises that people’s causal judgments are simply a form of moral responsibility judgment in disguise. In fact, the influence of prescriptive normality in causal cognition is argued to be specific to the concept of “causation”. According to this account, there is a semantic ambiguity in the term ‘cause’ between bringing about an event vs. being morally responsible for it (Samland & Waldmann, 2016), with some even arguing that these two concepts are used interchangeably (Sytsma, 2020a). In this respect, it is of course not very surprising that they are influenced by prescriptive norm violations (Alicke, 2000; Livengood, Sytsma, & Rose, 2017; Samland & Waldmann, 2016). In other words, when people say that the driver who ran the red light was the cause of the accident, they simply mean or express that he should be blamed or held morally responsible for the accident. Evidence for this claim comes from studies showing that the effect of norm violation on causal judgments decreases if the causal outcome is of a good, rather than bad, nature (Alicke, Rose, & Bloom, 2011; Schwenkler & Sytsma, 2020).

In a challenge to this approach, researchers have pointed out that descriptive norm violations—e.g., events that occur despite being very unlikely—exhibit a remarkably similar pattern in intuitive causal judgments (Gerstenberg & Icard, 2020; Kominsky, Phillips, Gerstenberg, Lagnado, & Knobe, 2015). If a forest fire starts in the presence of oxygen, dry leaves, and a lightning strike, people tend to judge that the most statistically abnormal of these events—the lightning strike—was the cause. Responsibility-based accounts are difficult to extend in a way that naturally covers the impact of descriptive norm violations, since these events often do not even involve intentional agents who can be held responsible or blamed.

An alternative family of counterfactual approaches has argued that norms influence causal judgments because causal judgments rely on counterfactual possibilities (Gerstenberg, Goodman, Lagnado, & Tenenbaum, 2021; Icard et al., 2017; Lewis, 1974; Pearl, 2009), and norms are well-known to influence counterfactual thought (Icard et al., 2017; Kahne-man & Miller, 1986). On this account, people are inclined to judge that the driver who ran the red light was the cause of the accident because they are more inclined to think about what would have happened if he had not run the red light, and are correspondingly less inclined to think about what would have happened if the other driver had stopped at a green light (Phillips et al., 2015). Moreover, this approach can be easily extended to descriptive norms: it is more relevant to consider possibilities in which lightning strikes do not occur than possibilities in which there are no dry leaves in the forest. And thus, it is not difficult to see why both kinds of norm violations will influence causal judgments in similar ways. Crucially, counterfactual accounts are not limited to predicting an influence of normality on causal judgments specifically. Rather, according to counterfactual accounts, norm-violations will exert an effect on any judgment type that relies on reasoning about alternatives (Phillips et al., 2015).

However, a recent criticism of these counterfactual accounts has focused on cases in which an agent unknowingly violates a prescriptive norm (Samland & Waldmann, 2016). Samland and Waldmann (2016) argued that in such cases, because a norm is violated, counterfactual accounts should predict that whether or not the agent knows they are violating a norm will not change normality’s influence on causal judgments. They went on to show that in fact, participants’ causal judgments were extremely sensitive to changes in the agents’ knowledge: An agent who unknowingly violated a norm was not judged as more
causal than a norm-abiding agent. While this work clearly demonstrated an important relationship between what agents know and the effect of normality on causal judgments, it did not provide decisive evidence against counterfactual explanations of these effects. As Kominsky and Phillips (2019) went on to show, participants’ judgments of counterfactual relevance were also highly sensitive to the agents’ mental states. People found it less relevant to consider what the agent could have done differently if the agent was ignorant about the norm-violation. Further, these counterfactual relevance judgments precisely predicted the differences in causal judgments. Moreover, recent work by Kirfel and Lagnado (2021a) demonstrated that an important and related effect occurs in the case of descriptive norm violations and causal judgments. Specifically, agents are judged to be more causal of an eventual outcome when they did a statistically unlikely action that was necessary for that outcome, but this effect only occurs when the agent knows the action leads to the outcome.

**Moving beyond Causation: The Impact of Ignorance**

For our purposes, a critical upshot of this growing body of research is that the effect of norms on judgments of causation are broadly sensitive to agents’ epistemic states. More specifically, ignorance reduces or eliminates the influence of an action’s abnormality on causal judgments: abnormal actions done by ignorant agents are not perceived as more causal than normal actions. Given that causal judgments are just one type of judgments that are sensitive to normality, the question arises whether agents’ epistemic states similarly affect the impact of norms across the wide range of different judgments. More precisely, it remains an important but unanswered question whether ignorance reduces the impact of normality on people's attributions of intentional action, freedom, happiness, and so on. This question is of theoretical interest because a systematic moderating effect of epistemic states on the impact of norms across a variety of judgments would provide empirical (rather than merely theoretical) evidence for a common mechanism by which normality affects judgments across domains. That is, evidence for a moderating effect of ignorance across all domains of non-moral judgments would lend weight to a single more unified account, rather than various specialised accounts of normality’s impact. The present study aims to answer this question.

In addition to investigating whether epistemic states play a systematic role for the influence of normality, we also aim to undertake a first attempt towards uncovering how they might do so. Central to counterfactual accounts is the idea that people engage in reasoning about what could have gone differently (Kominsky & Phillips, 2019). Some studies in the domain of causal cognition show that people’s counterfactual reasoning about alternatives to the causal agent’s action are significantly impacted by the agent’s epistemic state (Gilbert, Tenney, Holland, & Spellman, 2015; Kirfel & Lagnado, 2021b; Kominsky & Phillips, 2019; Spellman & Gilbert, 2014). If the causal agent lacks knowledge about a certain aspects of a situation (e.g. norms, causal structure, etc.), people are less inclined to consider what the agent could have done differently (Gilbert et al., 2015; Kirfel & Lagnado, 2021b; Kominsky & Phillips, 2019). A promising way forward is hence to investigate whether people’s reluctance to imagine alternatives to the actions of an ignorant agent equally applies in judgment domains other than causality. Kominsky and Phillips (2019) suggest that the perceived normality of an action might depend on the agent’s awareness of whether their action violates a norm (“Expectation-based normality account”). On the contrary, proponents
of a responsibility-based framework have argued that reasoning about alternatives is itself driven by moral evaluations (Sytsma, 2020b). As a way into the question how epistemic states might moderate the influence of normality, we will also investigate people’s reasoning about what a knowing vs. ignorant agent could have done, or known.

The Present Study

The experiments we report make a novel contribution by considering the pervasive impact of normality as a whole (using a meta-analytic approach) and asking whether agents’ epistemic states moderate the impact of normality for each of the different judgments that have previously been shown to be impacted by normality. More specifically, we both (1) attempt to replicate the effect of normality that has been previously demonstrated, and then (2) compare the replicated effect to minimally modified versions of the original materials that allow us to ask whether the effect of normality is sensitive to changes in the agents’ epistemic states. First, we will ask, in each individual study, whether we replicated the originally observed effect. In all cases where we are able to replicate the original effect, we will then do the same statistical test, but replace the original knowledgeable norm-violation condition with the new ignorant norm-violation condition. Drawing on recent work on the impact of ignorance on normality effects in causal judgments (Kirfel & Lagnado, 2021a; Samland & Waldmann, 2016), we predict a similar moderating effect of ignorance on judgments of intentional action, freedom, happiness, etc. Our hypothesis is that the effect sizes for the second analysis (ignorant norm violation vs. neutral) will be smaller than those for the first analysis (norm violation vs. neutral). That is, we predict that the difference in judgments about an agent who does not violate a norm and an agent who unknowingly violates a norm (here analysed as effect sizes) will be smaller than the difference between an agent who does not violate a norm and one who knowingly violates a norm. Returning to Phillips and Knobe (2009)’s ship scenario to illustrate more concretely, we predict that the difference in force judgments between the immoral but ignorant condition (captain is unaware of passengers) and the neutral condition (captain is aware of cargo) will be smaller than the difference between the immoral and knowledgeable condition (captain is aware of passengers) and the neutral condition (captain is aware of cargo). In the current study, we will solely focus on the impact of prescriptive normality.

The results of this large-scale experiment will not only be informative for debates that have sought to explain the impact of normality in each separate case, but also will inform the broader question of whether researchers should seek a unified explanation of the pervasive impact of normality. In the General Discussion, we will return to the question of whether and how the two theoretical accounts outline above—responsibility vs. counterfactuals—can provide an explanation of our findings.

Methods

In this replication study and experimental meta-analysis, we selected 12 studies published between 2003 and 2019, containing 6 different paradigms with in total 29 statistical effects taken to indicate the influence of norm violations on different types of judgments. The replication study was carried out across two separate studies, “Study 1” (cf. Kirfel & Phillips, 2021), and “Study 2”.
Selected Studies

To be included in this large-scale experiment, studies needed to have investigated the impact of prescriptive norm violations, broadly construed (violating a conventional norm, causing harm, etc.), on seemingly non-normative judgments. We identified 6 different judgment domains for which this was the case: causation (Kominsky & Phillips, 2019), doing vs. allowing (Cushman et al., 2008), freedom (Phillips & Knobe, 2009), happiness (Phillips et al., 2017), mental state ascriptions (Pettit & Knobe, 2009) and modal judgments (Knobe & Szabó, 2013).

Causation. A series of studies finds that if the actions of two agents are necessary for an outcome to occur (a “conjunctive causal structure”), people judge the agent who violated a norm to be more of a cause of the outcome than the agent who acted according to the norm. In contrast, if both agents’ actions are independently sufficient to bring about the outcome (a “disjunctive causal structure”), the agent who acted immorally is judged to be less of a cause of the outcome. We selected four scenarios (“battery”, “bridge”, “motion detector”, “computer”), which had both a conjunctive and disjunctive version from Kominsky and Phillips (2019). As in the original study by Kominsky and Phillips (2019), we added two comprehension checks for each scenario in study 2. As a result, the scenarios from Kominsky and Phillips’s 2019 study in our second study were the only conditions where participants were excluded from the analysis based on comprehension checks. In addition, we also selected the “pen” scenario from Knobe and Fraser (2008), which only had a conjunctive version.

Doing vs. allowing. Work on the ‘doing/allowing’ distinction shows that morally bad behavior is more likely to be construed as actively ‘doing’ than as passively ‘allowing’. We selected the “Dr. Bennet” scenario from Cushman et al. (2008) for our study, in which a doctor removes a homeless man from life support.

Freedom. As discussed in the introduction, studies on people’s judgements about the freedom to act show that agents who acted immorally (vs. neutrally) are more thought to have acted freely (i.e., were not forced to do that action). Young and Phillips (2011) found that this effect is also affected by the moral focus of the force judgment: People agree more with the active form of the sentence “X forced Y to act” than the passive form “Y was forced by X to act”, specifically when the act violates a norm. For our study, we used the original “ship” vignette from Phillips and Knobe (2009) as described above, as well as the active and passive version of the “ship” and “doctor” scenario from Young and Phillips (2011).

Happiness. Previously, research found that even when an agent is described as satisfying all of the psychological criteria for happiness (high positive affect, low negative affect, high life satisfaction), participants are disinclined to rate the agents as being “happy” when they believe the agent to be living an immoral life (though not when living morally good or neutral life). We selected the “nurse” scenario from Phillips et al. (2017) as paradigmatic test case of this effect for our study.

Mental State Ascriptions. This line of research, also known as the “side-effect effect”, shows that an agent who brings about a side effect is judged as having intended this side effect to a greater extent when this effect is bad vs. good. Subsequent studies have shown that this pattern occurs for the attribution of other mental states (e.g. desire) as well Pettit and Knobe (2009), and find an inverse effect for attribution of opposition: People
judge the agent to have opposed the effect less when the side effect is morally bad vs. good. We selected the original “chairman” scenario for testing “intentionality” from Knobe (2003) and “decision/desire” from Pettit and Knobe (2009). Additionally from Pettit and Knobe (2009), we included the “manager” scenario (which tested “advocate / in favour of”), the “CEO” scenario (testing “opposed to”) and the “bomb” scenario (testing “intended to”). In addition, we selected the “gizmo”, “scrubs” and “truck trailers” scenarios from Uttich and Lombrozo (2010) who tested the attributions of intentional action to agents violating conventional norms. Throughout, we subsume the various effects in this area under the term “mental states ascriptions”.

**Modal Proxies.** Knobe and Szabó (2013) demonstrated that the effect of norm violations found in previous research on force, intention, causation extended to ‘modal proxies’ of these judgments. For example, just as people would say an agent was more forced to do a morally neutral action than an immoral action, they more agreed with the sentence “Given the circumstances, the agent had to do that action” when the action was morally neutral than when the action was immoral. We selected the “captain”, “pen” and “bulls-eye” vignettes for replication and extension.

**Pre-replication procedure**

Each of the 29 selected scenarios included two experimental conditions (see the “ship” scenario from Phillips and Knobe (2009) from the introduction): One “Normal” condition in which the agent’s action is morally good or neutral, and one “Norm Violating” condition in which the agent acts morally bad. We created a third experimental condition for each of the 29 scenarios that matched the “Norm Violation” condition in all aspects, except for the agent’s epistemic state about the normality of their action. In the “Ignorant Norm-Violation” condition, the agent’s action violates a norm (e.g., causes harm) but the agent is unaware that their action violates a norm.\(^1\) To illustrate, here is the “Ignorant Norm Violation” condition that extends the scenario first tested in Phillips and Knobe (2009)’s ship scenario (differences from previous condition again indicated by italics):

While sailing on the sea, a large storm came upon a captain and his ship. As the waves began to grow larger, the captain realized that his small vessel was too heavy and the ship would flood if he didn’t make it lighter. The only way that the captain could keep the ship from capsizing was to cut the cargo loose which is weighing the ship down. The captain *thinks* that the cargo contains his

---

\(^1\)What exactly about the norm-violating action must the agent be aware of in order for normality to have an impact on people’s non-moral judgements about that agent? Given that researchers find a similar epistemic effect for statistical norms (Kirfel & Lagnado, 2021a), one might question whether it is really necessary that the agent knows the norm to be of explicitly moral or prescriptive nature, or whether knowledge about their action deviating from *some kind of norm* is sufficient. While our study manipulates knowledge about prescriptive norms, broadly construed, it does not settle whether an agent’s knowledge about the moral significance of the norm, its status as a norm, the agent’s inferences about the consequences of a norm violation, or other aspects are the essential epistemic component that drive the influence on non-moral judgments. While there is an ongoing discussion in philosophy about the necessary epistemic conditions that an agent needs to meet in order to justify a negative moral judgment (Sher, 2009), future research will need to study people’s understanding of what it means for an agent to know about a norm, and which aspects of this knowledge are essential for the role of norms in non-normative cognition.
wife’s expensive art collection because that is what he packed into the cargo. However, completely unbeknownst to the captain, a number of illegal passengers have hidden in the cargo boxes before the ship left the harbor.

Without realizing the cargo contains passengers, the captain cut the cargo loose and it fell into the sea. While the cargo containing the illegal passengers sank to the bottom of the sea, the captain was able to survive the storm and returned home safely.

In order to match all three conditions and to allow for a consistent manipulation of the agent’s knowledge of the normality of their action, we were often required to modify aspects of some of the original vignettes. We similarly adapted the precise phrasing of the dependent variable questions of some studies and standardised the rating scales across studies (see below). Accordingly, our replications varied from a relatively direct replication in some cases, to something closer to that of a conceptual replication in other cases (Hendrick, 1990; Lynch Jr, Bradlow, Huber, & Lehmann, 2015). Importantly, the focus of this study centers on investigating the moderating role of epistemic states on the effects of morality, rather than the strict replicability of the original effects.

Procedure

Combined Analysis of Study 1 and 2. This replication study combines data from two separate studies: “Study 1” (N = 1554), also described in Kirfel and Phillips (2021), and “Study 2” (N = 1328). Given the comparatively low replication rate of the original norm-effects observed in Study 1 (62%), we decided to run an additional study, Study 2, with an identical experimental design but experimental methods and materials that more precisely matched the original studies being replicated and extended. In addition, Study 2 included new counterfactual dependent variables not included in Study 1. Given that the replication rate of Study 2 remained at 62%, we decided to proceed by combining the data from Study 1 and 2 for all questions that were identical across studies. (We discuss the replicability of these prior findings in more detail in Discussion Part 1.)

Participants & Design

Combining study 1 and 2, we recruited 2880 participants via Amazon Mechanical Turk (M_{age} = 41.28, SD_{age} = 12.85, N_{female} = 1423, N_{non-binary} = 11, N_{not-disclosed} = 8). 100 participants were filtered out from study 2 for not answering one or more comprehension check questions for the scenarios in Kominsky and Phillips (2019) correctly, leaving a final sample of N = 2780. Participants were payed $1 for ~5 minutes of study participation.

Our study employed a 3 normality (normal vs. norm violation vs. ignorant norm violation) × 29 prior study design. Note that we specifically decided against using a 2 (norm violation) × 2 (epistemic state) study design that would include a condition describing the agent as ignorant of the fact that their action did not violate a norm. Such a description leads to the pragmatic implication that the agent acted recklessly or negligently, and thus actually did knowingly violate a norm (see also Discussion Part 1). For simplicity and clarity, we opted to include only the additional ignorant norm violation condition, which still allows us to compare the size of the relevant effect when agents knowingly vs. unknowingly violate
a norm. Both norm and prior study were manipulated within participants. That is, each participant saw one example of each of the normality conditions in randomised order, and for each normality condition, the prior study that condition was drawn from was randomly sampled from the 29 different studies included in the study. After reading each scenario, participants first responded to either three (Study 1) or five (Study 2) different questions in the following order.

**Original Dependent Variable.** A rating of the key dependent variable used in prior work, which following the original study, was sometimes adapted to the normality condition (“Did the chairman intend to help [harm] the environment?”) and sometimes not. For the ship scenario, for example, the dependent variable was an agreement rating with the same statement in all three norm conditions: “The ship captain was forced to cut the cargo loose and let it fall into the sea.” on a 7-point Likert scale (1-“strongly disagree”, 7-“strongly agree”).

**Action & Epistemic State Counterfactual [only Study 2].** In Study 2, we added two questions targeting people’s counterfactual reasoning process. Participants were prompted to engage in thinking about an alternative course of events for the respective experimental scenario they saw: “Now suppose that some people are discussing this scenario and wondering how things could have been different. In thinking about what could have happened differently, please tell us whether it would be relevant or irrelevant to focus on the following: [...]”. This prompt was followed by two statements, one focusing on the agent’s action, “... what [agent] could have done differently.” (“Action-focused Counterfactual”), and one focusing on the agent’s epistemic state, “... what [agent] could have known.” (“Epistemic State-focused Counterfactual”). While the Action-focused Counterfactual is designed to target people’s thinking about the norm-violating or harm-producing action, the Epistemic State-focused Counterfactual captures a wide array of situations in which the agent acquires knowledge about the norm/harm, including actions of the agent that lead to their knowledge acquisition (“epistemic actions”), (Kirsh & Maglio, 1994). Both statements were rated by participants with regards to their relevance on a 100-point Likert scale (0-“Not at all relevant”, 100-“Highly relevant”).

**Knowledge Check.** A knowledge check question, asking about the central agent’s knowledge of the abnormality of their action (e.g. “Please rate how much you agree or disagree with the following statement: ‘The captain knew that a number of illegal passengers were hiding in the cargo boxes.’”) on a 7-point Likert scale (1-“strongly disagree”, 7-“strongly agree”).

**Should know.** A question about what the agent should have known with regards to the abnormality of their action (e.g., “Please rate how much you agree or disagree with the following statement: ‘The captain should have known that a number of illegal passengers were hiding in the cargo boxes.’”) on a 7-point Likert scale (1-“strongly disagree”, 7-“strongly agree”). This question served to examine whether the manipulation of epistemic states in our experiments not only influenced people’s beliefs about what the agents actually knew, but also their normative beliefs about what the agents should have known.

**Analysis approach**

Study materials and analyses were pre-registered at [https://osf.io/g52zs](https://osf.io/g52zs). While the methodological approach of this paper sits somewhere in between a meta-analysis and
a large-scale, multi-part experiment, two key features make it closer to a novel large-scale experiment. First, all of the data we analyze are data that we ourselves collected from materials that were modified from the original studies. Second, and more importantly, the key effect of interest in this paper is not the effect of normality (which could simply be estimated from prior work), but rather the moderation of the effect of normality based on changes to the agent’s epistemic states. That is, we are not trying to meta-analytically describe an existing set of findings, but rather are manipulating a novel variable an attempting to estimate its effect across a wide-range of scenarios, and ask whether it is likely to generalize to additional effects of normality. Our analysis approach thus employs standard experimental analysis procedures, that is, using linear mixed effect models (Sheu & Suzuki, 2001) to fit study-level effects.

**Replication Analysis.** For each individual study, we first tested whether we replicated the originally observed effect, i.e., whether there was significant difference in dependent variable between the “Normal” and “Norm Violation” conditions. A replication was considered successful when $p < .05$ and the effect was in the same direction as the original effect. We collected the effect sizes for those effects that were replicated (all converted to Cohen’s $d$).

**Simple Effects Analysis.** To simplify our analysis, we reduced all normality effects to simple effects. That is, interaction effects such as the causal structure $\times$ normality interaction effect observed in Kominsky and Phillips (2019) or main effects averaged across different scenarios (Lombrozo & Uttich, 2010) were decomposed into two separate simple effects (by scenario). In all cases where we were able to replicate the original effect, we then performed the same statistical test, but replaced the “Norm Violation” condition with the newly created “Ignorant Norm Violation” condition and recorded the new effect size that measures the difference between these conditions. We adopted an effect-level analysis approach towards our hypothesis that norm effects are influenced by agents’ epistemic states, predicting that effect sizes of the statistical tests for “Neutral vs. Ignorant Norm Violation” will be smaller than in the “Neutral vs. Norm Violation” tests.

In order to statistically evaluate this hypothesis, we first aligned all norm effects showing the direction of the effect size for those studies showing that the norm manipulation leads to a reduction in the DV rating (e.g. the agent is judged as less forced in the abnormal vs. neutral condition). We then built a linear mixed-effects null model including a random intercept for the study being replicated and extended ($1 \mid \text{study}$) and a random intercept and slope for the impact of epistemic states across paradigms ($\text{Epistemic State} \mid \text{paradigm}$), and compared it to a model had the same random effects structure but included a fixed effect for “Epistemic State”. This factor coded for whether each effect size was a case in which the norm violation was known vs. unknown. The fixed effect was determined to be significant if the fit of the model that included the fixed factor for epistemic state differed significantly from the model including only the random effects. The same procedure was also used for both kinds of knowledge ratings.²

²All materials of the experiments, data and analysis code can be found here: https://github.com/LaraKirfel/PervasiveIgnorance
Results

Part I: Knowledge Ratings & Original Dependent Variables

Combining the data from our two studies \((N = 2781)\), we successfully replicated 18 out of 29 effects of normality on non-moral judgments (69%): 5 effects on judgments of causation (out of 9), the effect on doing vs. allowing, two effects on judgments about freedom (out of 5), the effect on judgments about happiness, 6 effects on mental state ascriptions (out of 10) and all three effects on modal proxies. Because our focus was not measuring the strict replicability of original effects, but rather comparing effect sizes for a knowing vs. ignorant norm-violation across a variety of different judgment domains, we proceeded to analyse the data for only the 18 successfully replicated effects.

Knowledge Check. The experiment included two measures that tracked people’s perception about the focal agent’s epistemic state about the normality of their action. Our
analysis revealed a significant effect for whether the norm violation occurred knowingly vs. unwittingly on effect sizes of knowledge ratings $\chi^2(1) = 19.39; p < .001 (b = -1.50, SE = .10, t = -14.89)$. The effect on ratings of the agent’s knowledge about the abnormality of their behaviour was larger when the norm violation was intentional ($M = 2.78, SD = 1.16$) vs. ignorant ($M = -0.16, SD = .86$) (Figure 1). While this is not surprising, it serves as an important manipulation check, demonstrating that we successfully manipulated participants’ perceptions of the agents’ knowledge, and more specifically, the agent’s knowledge about whether they violated a norm.

**Should Know Check.** Additionally, the extent to which people judged that the agent should have known that their behaviour was counter-normative was also predicted by our manipulations of the agents’ knowledge, $\chi^2(1) = 8.39; p < .01 (b = -.64, SE = .16, t = -4.14)$. Differences in whether the agent should have known were larger when the agent knowingly violated a norm ($M = .92, SD = .94$) than when they did so unknowingly ($M = -0.35, SD = .51$). This suggests that our manipulations not only successfully manipulated...
participants’ perceptions of whether the agents did in fact know that their actions violated a norm, but also whether they should have known that.

**Dependent Variable.** Given these results, we can now turn to the critical test of our hypothesis: whether our manipulations of the agents’ epistemic states affected the pervasive impact of norms. We found that they did. Once again, the likelihood ratio test indicated that a model including a fixed effect for “Epistemic State” provided a better fit for effect sizes of the dependent variable than a model without it $\chi^2(1) = 6.28; p = .01 (b = -.34, SE = .10, t = -3.37)$. The average replication effect size, i.e. the effect size for the original effect of norm violation was larger ($M = 1.25, SD = 0.77$) than the average new effect size, i.e., the effect of an ignorant norm violation ($M = 0.44, SD = 0.40$) (Figure 2).

**Discussion Part I**

We successfully replicated 18 effects demonstrating the influence of norm-violations on judgments of causation, freedom, happiness, doing vs. allowing, mental state ascriptions and modal claims (replication rate 62%). This replication rate is relatively low compared to previous work on the replicability of experimental philosophy (Cova et al., 2021). However, it is important to remember that the majority of these studies were not direct replications. In fact, our replication study and experimental meta-analysis differed from standard replication procedures in two important aspects.

First, our studies involved modifying the original experimental materials to allow for a close match between the new conditions in which the agent was ignorant of the normative status of their action. While Study 2 was conducted to partly address this issue, some of the scenarios had to be significantly adapted such that a meaningful manipulation of the agent’s knowledge state was possible across all experimental conditions. Investigating the effect of norms with slightly altered original material might have led to some effects not being replicated. This renders our replication attempt closer to that of a conceptual replication.

Second, our approach to determining the size of our sample differs from typical direct-replication procedures. Because we conducted these experiments as single large-scale studies which randomly assigned participants to conditions, we were likely under-powered to detect some of the smaller effects, and over-powered to detect larger effects. Crucially, however, we enforced simple effect tests by scenario on all studies, hence reducing more complex interaction and aggregated effects to simplified t-tests between norm vs. no norm conditions. While this simplified approach allows for a direct comparison of the effect of intentional vs. ignorant norm violations, it might also account for why some of the effects did not replicate.

Our replication rate was slightly below the replication rate previously found for studies in experimental philosophy (70%) (Cova et al., 2021; Strickland & De Cruz, 2021), yet still higher than in other sub-fields of psychology (Collaboration, 2015; Nosek et al., 2022). After taking into account deviations in material, methods and analysis, the residual of non-replicated findings might simply point to the fact that a few norm effects are less robust than originally found (Machery, Grau, & Pury, 2020; Stuart, Colaço, & Machery, 2019). For transparency, we have included an overview in Appendix A with the results of our study (replicated and new effect sizes) together with data on the effect sizes from the original literature, as well as the statistical tests that were employed in the original
studies. All results from our analysis can be found here: [https://larakirfel.github.io/PervasiveIgnorance/](https://larakirfel.github.io/PervasiveIgnorance/).

From the 18 norm effects that we replicated, participant’s knowledge ratings validated an effective manipulation of knowledge about the norm in our modified scenarios. Participants attributed less knowledge to the ignorant agent about the immoral status of their behaviour and also were less inclined to judge that the ignorant agent “should have known” about the norm.

Critically, we also found that the agent’s epistemic state about the norm does indeed moderate the impact of norms on the different judgment types. The effect of a norm violation on judgments about causation, freedom, etc., is reduced when the agent is ignorant about the fact that they are violating a norm. The extent of reduction varies across studies and judgment domains. Not all effect sizes in the ‘ignorant norm violation’ condition approximated zero, suggesting that in some studies, the ignorant agent’s norm violation still exerted a weak influence on participants’ responses. The consistent reduction of the impact of normality, however, demonstrates the crucial role of the agent’s epistemic states for the influence of norms on people's judgments.

Given that our study did not include a condition in which the agent is norm-conforming but ignorant about their norm-conformity (‘ignorant/neutral’), it might be questioned whether ignorance has a broader influence than suggested in this study. Rather than specifically moderating the influence of norm-violations, it might be that ignorance also influences judgments when the agent is not violating a norm. However, people do not seem to attend to the exact mental state of an agent if the agent is engaging in morally insignificant, harmless behavior (Alicke, 2000; Fincham, 1985; Young & Tsoi, 2013). In contrast, creating scenarios in which an agent acts in a norm-conforming manner while actually being ignorant about the moral status of their action might give rise to inferences about the agent’s recklessness (Pizarro & Tannenbaum, 2012; Pizarro, Tannenbaum, & Uhlmann, 2012), or even suggest the agent might suspect they’re violating a norm (Yaffe, 2018). While we refrained from including this condition in our study, future research should further investigated the broader impact of agents’ ignorance on non-moral judgments.

In sum, the first part of our study confirmed the systematic influence of the agent’s epistemic state for the effect of norm-violations on non-moral judgements. We now turn to the two additional measures included in Study 2 to investigate people’s reasoning about alternatives in these cases.

Part II: Counterfactuals [Study 2]

**Action Counterfactual.** In study 2, we added two measures of counterfactual relevance. Continuing our meta-analytic approach, we analysed the effect sizes of an intentional vs. ignorant norm violation on people’s relevance ratings of two different counterfactuals. The first counterfactual statement concerned a change in the focal agent’s action, i.e., what the agent could have done differently. Including a factor coding for whether the norm was consciously vs. unknowingly violated provided a better fit for people’s responses than a null model, $\chi^2(1) =11.23; p < .001 (b = -.40, SE = .07, t = 5.71)$. People found it more relevant to consider what the agent could have done differently when the agent’s immoral behaviour was done knowingly ($M = 1.12, SD = .53$), compared to when the agent was unaware of the fact that they were acting in a morally bad way ($M = 0.36, SD = 0.52$) (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Action Counterfactual Effect Sizes by Study: Effect sizes of Relevance ratings of the Action Counterfactual in the original norm violation condition (neutral vs. knowing norm-violation) are marked by large triangles, effect sizes in the new norm violation condition (neutral vs. ignorant norm-violation) are marked by small triangles. Error bars depict 95% confidence intervals of effect sizes.

Put differently, people perceived the possibility of a change in the agent’s (norm-violating) action as less relevant if the agent was ignorant of violating the norm.

Epistemic Counterfactual. The second counterfactual statement concerned a change in the agent’s epistemic state, broadly construed. Here, people evaluated how relevant they considered a change in the agent’s knowledge state, that is, what the agent could have known. Despite a general trend towards increased counterfactual relevance ratings in the ignorant norm violation condition \((M = 0.80, SD = 0.61)\) compared to the deliberate norm violation condition \((M = 0.39, SD = 0.37)\), this difference in effect sizes was not significant, \(\chi^2(1) = 1.50; p = .22\) (Figure 4).

Discussion Part II

In our second study, we added two response measures targeting people’s counterfactual reasoning process. These ratings focused on changes in two different variables in
counterfactual possibilities: the agent’s action, and the agent’s knowledge state. When thinking about what could have gone differently, we found that people rated it highly relevant to consider a change in the agent’s action when the agent was knowledgeable about the norm, and less relevant when they were ignorant. The epistemic state factor hence proved to be crucial for engaging in counterfactual reasoning about alternatives to the agent’s action.

In contrast, we did not find such an effect on people’s counterfactual reasoning about the agent’s knowledge state. People found it relevant to consider what the agent could have known, independent of whether the agent knew about the moral status of their action, or was ignorant about it. Given that the manipulation of normality was centered on the focal agent’s action, the fact that the epistemic condition selectively affected counterfactual reasoning about actions might not come as a surprise. In line with Kominsky and Phillips (2019)’s expectation-based normality account, the agent’s ignorance of the immoral status of their behaviour might have diminished people’s perception of the abnormality of the

Figure 4. Epistemic Counterfactual Effect Sizes by Study: Effect sizes of Relevance ratings of the Epistemic State Counterfactual in the original norm violation condition (neutral vs. knowing norm-violation) are marked by large rhombuses, effect sizes in the new norm violation condition (neutral vs. ignorant norm-violation) are marked by small rhombi. Error bars depict 95% confidence intervals of effect sizes.
action, rendering an alternative scenario in which the ignorant agent refrains from acting less relevant. The perceived normality of the epistemic state in contrast, that is, whether it is normal or abnormal for the agent to not know about the norm, was less clear-cut. People might not have had the intuition that the agent’s lack of knowledge about the norm was abnormal, and hence not made a difference in what they thought a knowing vs. ignorant agent could have known.

Moreover, the experimental scenarios in our study were rather unspecific with regards to what the relevant possibilities were in which the agent could have learned that their action would violate a norm. Consider again the “ignorant norm-violation” condition from Phillips and Knobe (2009)’s ship scenario described previously. The vignette leaves open whether there was an opportunity for the captain to learn about the secret passengers in the cargo compartment. This has likely led to individual assumptions about the mutability of the agent’s ignorance (Kirfel & Lagnado, 2021b), whether the agent could have done something to acquire the relevant knowledge (Kirsh & Maglio, 1994) or whether the agent was in some sense negligent (Murray, Krasich, Irving, Nadelhoffer, & De Brigard, 2022; Murray, Murray, Stewart, Sinnott-Armstrong, & De Brigard, 2019). All these assumptions will have affected how people responded to the counterfactual relevance question about the agent’s epistemic state (“... what the agent could have known.”), and potentially led to unaccounted for variation in these ratings. A more fine-tuned manipulation of the conditions that led up to an agent’s ignorance could provide further insight into how people reason counterfactually about epistemic states.

**General Discussion**

Studies show that norm violations influence a wide range of domains, including judgments of causation, freedom, happiness, doing vs. allowing, mental state ascriptions, and modal claims. A continuing debate centers on why normality has such a pervasive impact, and whether one should attempt to offer a unified explanation of these various effects (Hindriks, 2014). In this study, we found evidence that the epistemic state of norm-violating agents plays a fundamental role in the impact of norms on non-normative judgments. Across a wide range of intuitive judgments and highly different manipulations of an agents’ knowledge, we found that the impact of normality on non-normative judgments was diminished when the agent did not know that they were violating a norm. More precisely, the agent’s knowledge of the norm violation determined the extent to which abnormal actions increased judgments of causation, decreased attribution of force, increased attributions of intentional action, and so on. In other words, the impact of ignorance appears to be as pervasive as the impact of normality itself. In addition, our study showed that the agent’s epistemic state also influenced to what extent people engage in reasoning about alternatives to the agent’s action. If the agent was ignorant when they violated a norm, people were less inclined to consider what the agent could have done differently.

At the broadest level, the current results provide evidence that the pervasive impact of normality likely warrants a unified explanation at some level: we considered a specific feature that had been shown to moderate the impact of normality in one domain (causation) and demonstrated that this same feature of the impact of normality can be found across a wide range of other domains. This finding suggests that the impact of norms arises from a shared underlying mechanism that is recruited across domains. Specific accounts may,
of course, seek to incorporate agents’ epistemic states into their respective theory of how normality influences judgments in one particular domain. However, such an approach will miss out on a generalisation and will necessarily be less parsimonious. Accordingly, we turn now to considering two broad approaches to offering a unified account of the pervasive impact of ignorance.

**Motivated Cognition, Counterfactuals, and Ignorance**

**Motivated Moral Cognition**

On the one hand, blame-based accounts may try and use this discovery to their advantage by arguing that an agent’s knowledge is directly relevant to whether they should be blamed (Cushman et al., 2008; Cushman, Sheketoff, Wharton, & Carey, 2013; Laurent, Nuñez, & Schweitzer, 2015; Yuill & Perner, 1988), and thus that these effects reflect that the impact of normality arises from the motivation to blame or hold agents responsible for their actions (Alicke & Rose, 2012; Livengood et al., 2017; Samland et al., 2016; Samland & Waldmann, 2016). For example, the tendency to report that agents who bring about harm acted intentionally may serve to corroborate people’s desire to judge the agent’s behaviour negatively (Nadelhoffer, 2004; Rogers et al., 2019). Motivated accounts differ in terms of exactly which moral judgment is argued to be at stake, i.e. whether norm-violations elicit a desire to punish (Clark et al., 2014), to blame (Alicke & Rose, 2012; Hindriks et al., 2016), to hold accountable (Samland & Waldmann, 2016) or responsible (Sytsma, 2020a), and whether its influence works in form of a cognitive bias (Alicke, 2000), or a more affective response (Nadelhoffer, 2004). Common to all, however, is the assumption that it is the impetus to morally condemn the norm-violating agent that underlies exaggerated attributions of specific properties, from free will to intentional action.

Our study puts an important constraint on how the normative judgment that motivated reasoning accounts assume might work. To account for our findings, motivated accounts cannot generally appeal to whether an agent’s action violated a clear norm, but have to take into account whether people would all-things-considered blame the agent (Driver, 2017). In that sense, the mere violation of a norm must not, itself, suffice to trigger the relevant blame response. Rather, the perception of this norm violation must occur in conjunction with an assessment of the epistemic state of the agent such that the relevant motivated reasoning is only elicited when the agent is aware of the immorality of their action. For example, Alicke and Rose’s 2012 Culpable Control Model holds that immediate negative evaluative reactions of an agent’s behaviours often cause people to interpret all other agential features in a way that justifies blaming the agent (Driver, 2017). In that sense, the mere violation of a norm must not, itself, suffice to trigger the relevant blame response. Rather, the perception of this norm violation must occur in conjunction with an assessment of the epistemic state of the agent such that the relevant motivated reasoning is only elicited when the agent is aware of the immorality of their action. For example, Alicke and Rose’s 2012 Culpable Control Model holds that immediate negative evaluative reactions of an agent’s behaviours often cause people to interpret all other agential features in a way that justifies blaming the agent. Such accounts face a challenge. On the one hand, they seem committed to the idea that people should discount the agent’s ignorance to support their immediate negative evaluation of the harm causing actions. On the other hand, they need to account for the fact that people seem to be sensitive to fine-grained epistemic features of the agent when forming their negative evaluation of the harm causing action.

Importantly, studies show that different types of moral judgments are differently sensitive to the epistemic states factor (Cushman, 2008; Cushman et al., 2013). At minimum, a unified motivated account needs to specify the type of moral judgment they take to modulate non-moral cognition across a vast array of domains, and under which conditions motivated
In addition, the motivated reasoning account still faces the challenge of explaining the similar impact of descriptive rather than prescriptive norms (Gerstenberg & Icard, 2020; Kominsky et al., 2015; Morris, Phillips, Gerstenberg, & Cushman, 2019): Agents who deviate from typical or usual behaviour are judged as having acted more intentionally (Uttich & Lombozo, 2010), are seen as more causal (Icard et al., 2017; Kirfel & Lagnado, 2021a; Kominsky et al., 2015), are attributed more free will (Bernhard et al., 2022; Monroe & Ysidron, 2021) or negative emotions such as regret (Fillon, Lantian, Feldman, & N’Gbala, 2022; Kahneman & Miller, 1986), and so on. Critically, more recently, the effect of ignorance has also been shown to moderate the effect of descriptive norm violations on causal judgments in an identical fashion (Kirfel & Lagnado, 2021a). Some have suggested that statistical norm-deviances and atypical behaviour might likewise influence responsibility judgements (Sytsma, 2020a; Sytsma, Livengood, & Rose, 2012). In that sense, the attribution of causality to a normally or abnormally acting agent simply tracks people’s responsibility judgements (Sytsma, 2020a, in press), often because such behaviours also co-vary in or give raise to inferences about more moral features of that action (Livengood et al., 2017; Sytsma, 2019, 2020a). Such accounts however, still face the challenge to explain the role of agent ignorance in case of descriptive norms, such as the finding that people do not increase causal attributions to atypically acting agents who at the same time are ignorant about the typicality of other people’s behaviour (Kirfel & Lagnado, 2021a).

Counterfactuals

An alternative approach would be to extend a unified counterfactual-based account to explaining the pervasive impact of normality (Phillips & Knobe, 2018; Phillips et al., 2015). At the heart of this proposal lies the assumption that in the course of making a judgment about a certain state of affairs or action, people consider alternative events (or “counterfactuals”, Lewis, 1974) in which certain aspects of the actual situation occurred differently. Judgments in the aforementioned domains are influenced by the degree to which people regard certain alternative possibilities as relevant (Phillips et al., 2015). That is, judging whether an agent is forced to act, or whether an agent caused an outcome is shaped by the alternatives people consider as relevant, e.g., an alternative scenario in which the agent refrains from acting. Norms or normality, it is argued, influence the perceived relevance of certain counterfactuals (Hitchcock & Knobe, 2009; Kahneman & Miller, 1986; Lewis, 1974). People tend to consider alternative scenarios in which things go “normally”, broadly construed (Bear & Knobe, 2017). This tendency subsequently affects the degree to which they see a norm-violating agent’s action as intentional, forced, etc. (Phillips et al., 2015). While counterfactual accounts have been spelled out in slightly different frameworks (Icard et al., 2017; Knobe & Szabó, 2013; Morris et al., 2018; Phillips, Morris, & Cushman, 2019), the key point is that norms do not influence judgments via a specifically *moral* cognitive mechanism, but by affecting the relevance of alternative possibilities (Phillips & Knobe, 2018), and thus also their likelihood of coming to mind (Phillips et al., 2019). This distinction in what underlies the influence of norms marks the key difference between counterfactual and motivated cognition accounts. A norm-violating agent is judged as less forced to act than a norm-abiding agent not because of people’s desire to blame the former, but because of their tendency to represent alternative scenarios in which the agent acts
Counterfactual accounts provide a perfectly general account for the influence of a variety of different kinds of norms, such as descriptive norms (Gerstenberg & Icard, 2020; Icard et al., 2017; Kominsky et al., 2015) and rational norms (Phillips, Young, & Gerstenberg, 2022). One challenge for these theories, however, is to explain how and why these epistemic states play the correct role in shaping counterfactual reasoning. Some progress on this has been made in the domain of causal judgments (Kirfel & Lagnado, 2021b; Kominsky & Phillips, 2019). Kominsky and Phillips (2019) argue that the epistemic state of a norm-violating agent modulates the perceived abnormality of their action. If the agent lacks the knowledge that their action is norm-violating, the action is not perceived as abnormal in the first place. Put another way, people may take into account what would be a normal action, given only what the agent knows about the world. On such an account, ignorance moderates perceptions of normality. Counterfactual accounts hold that when people make judgments that rely on modal cognition, they construct and reason over a set of possible actions (Morris, Phillips, Huang, & Cushman, 2021; Phillips & Knobe, 2018; Phillips et al., 2019). However, instead of entertaining all possible actions that an agent could have undertaken in a given situation, it is assumed that people sample from a small subset of actions (Icard, 2016; Icard et al., 2017), and that this sampling is biased toward possibilities that are statistically and/or prescriptively normal. Thus, in line with Kominsky and Phillips (2019)’s proposal, if people do not perceive an agent’s action as abnormal when they unknowingly violate a norm, then they are less likely to sample a possibility in which the agent does not violate that norm. Accordingly, judgments that rely on counterfactuals should be less influenced by ignorant norm violations.

However, it is also possible that agents’ epistemic states actually play broader role in reasoning about alternatives. Rather than merely affecting sampling propensity via normality, an agent’s knowledge may more directly restrict the set of actions that people sample from. Current models of modal cognition propose that the first step in sampling possible actions involves partitioning the space of all possible actions, and focusing only on ones that concern the actual situation being faced (Phillips et al., 2019): We do not consider the possibility of ordering ice cream when reasoning about what could do when trying to save a ship from sinking. Thus, one possibility is that an agent’s knowledge of the situation they are in may guide the way in which the space of actions is partitioned, such that we only consider actions that involve the agent’s understanding of the situation (rather than the situation itself): if the agent is not aware of ballast in the bottom of their ship, we do not consider actions involving the agent throwing ballast overboard to save his ship from sinking. In this respect, the agent’s knowledge of the world at a given time-point would constrain the initial set of relevant actions that people sample from. While our results show that people’s counterfactual reasoning about actions is indeed sensitive to epistemic states, future research will need to investigate how exactly epistemic factors affect the counterfactual reasoning process.

A separate challenge faced by a unified counterfactual account is to explain the role of possibilities in each of the judgments where normality has been found to have an impact. While the relevant work has again been done in many of the cases—see e.g., the work by Knobe and Szabó (2013) and Phillips et al. (2015)—there are others where the connection to counterfactuals is less clear, as in the case of assessments of happiness (Phillips, Mis-
enheimer, & Knobe, 2011). A unified counterfactual framework would have to show that norm effects in such domains rely on thinking about alternative possibilities, too. Thus far, the extant literature on happiness has largely tried to explain the decrease in attributions of happiness to immoral agents without referring to alternative possibilities. Instead, these accounts have focused on the idea that immoral agent’s positive feelings may not be aligned with their true ‘moral’ selves (Newman et al., 2015; Yang, Knobe, & Dunham, 2021), or that the concept of happiness may simply be partly evaluative (Phillips et al., 2014). To the extent that counterfactual accounts want to offer a fully unified explanation of the impact of normality, more work needs to be done to extend this approach to domains that have not been traditionally linked to counterfactual thinking.

Related Proposals and Future Directions

The function of agentive epistemic states has been addressed in theoretical frameworks outside of motivated and counterfactual reasoning. In response to the findings from our study 1 (Kirfel & Phillips, 2021), Crutchfield and Scheall (2021) have put forward the idea that an agent’s “epistemic burden” constrains the expectations we as observers have towards their behaviour. An epistemic burden is defined as “… the weight, in terms of missing knowledge and capacity, that [an agent] need[s] to somehow overcome (or heft and carry) in order to bring deliberate realization of the goal entirely.” (Scheall & Crutchfield, 2021). The epistemic burden of an agent towards knowing a norm determines whether we hold expectations towards their norm-compliance, and hence how strongly we judge that agent if they don’t follow the norm (Crutchfield & Scheall, 2021). If the agent is completely ignorant about a norm, acting in a norm-confirming manner will be ranked low among their action preferences, and expectations towards such an action will hence be attenuated. Crutchfield and Scheall (2021)’s account has the advantage that it can capture different epistemic states and difficulty levels of knowledge acquisition, and they explicitly include non-propositional knowledge such as abilities and capacities into their account of epistemic burdens. While they take people’s judgments to be driven by reasoning about alternatives, how exactly their theory of epistemic burdens can be integrated into frameworks of modal cognition still needs to be worked out. Moreover, people might still hold strong expectations towards certain norm-conforming behaviours if an agent’s epistemic burden is avoidable or self-inflicted (Kirfel & Lagnado, 2021b; Peels, 2011).

Some progress in accounting for the role of epistemic states has also been made in the area of agentive modals (Carr, 2017; Mandelkern, Schultheis, & Boylan, 2017). Mandelkern et al. (2017) posit an account of ability modals (e.g. “John can go swimming this evening”) that integrates epistemic facts. An agent is said to be able to $\varphi$ if there is some practically available action such that if they tried to do that action, they would succeed in $\varphi$-ing. Crucially, the agent’s epistemic state concerning their actual situation constrains what counts as a practically available action. The account captures the intuition about ability ascriptions that a claim like “John can go swimming this evening,” is likely to be false if John does not know how to swim, but also if, e.g., John does not know of any available swimming pools in his area. In the latter case, Mandelkern et al. (2017)’s account holds that while there is an objective reading in which John might physically be able to swim, there is also subjective reading such that John’s practical situation is limited to what he knows about his actual situation. The appeal to the notion of practical availability as suggested
in Mandelkern et al. (2017) might provide a useful starting point for accounts that seek to provide a general modal account of the impact of norms and ignorance. Ultimately, future research might benefit from refining the exact epistemic conditions that reduce the impact of normality, as well as probing their influence on further non-moral judgment domains.

**Conclusion**

In this large-scale experimental study, we find evidence for a pervasive impact of ignorance: the impact of norm violations on non-normative judgments depends largely on the agent knowing that they were violating a norm when acting. Moreover, we find that the reduction in the impact of normality is underpinned by people's counterfactual reasoning. While the influence of norms has given rise to a variety of judgment-specific accounts, two major theories aim to explain a large amount of the norm literature by a more unified framework. Both motivated cognition as well as counterfactual reasoning theories provide an account of the role of norms in non-moral cognition, and crucially, might hold the potential to extend their framework for the moderating role of epistemic states. Whichever of these theories turns out to be correct in the end, this work should inspire a new target on the impact of normality, since one needs not only to explain the pervasive impact of norms, but also the pervasive impact of ignorance.
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Appendix A
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Name</th>
<th>Statistic that showed Original Effect</th>
<th>Original Effect Size</th>
<th>Replicated Effect Size</th>
<th>Original N per Condition</th>
<th>N per Condition in our Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phillips &amp; Knobe, 2009</td>
<td>t(50) = 4.7, p &lt; .001</td>
<td>d = 1.33*</td>
<td>d = 0.97</td>
<td>ca. 26</td>
<td>ca. 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraser &amp; Knobe, 2008</td>
<td>t(17) = 5.5, p &lt; .001</td>
<td>d = 2.66*</td>
<td>d = 1.73</td>
<td>ca. 9</td>
<td>ca. 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cushman, Knobe, &amp; Sinnott Armstrong, 2008</td>
<td>t(298) = 4.3, p &lt; .001</td>
<td>d = 0.53*</td>
<td>d = 0.66</td>
<td>ca. 150</td>
<td>ca. 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knobe, 2003</td>
<td>χ²(1, N = 78) = 27.2, p &lt; .001</td>
<td>n.a.,</td>
<td>d = 2.95</td>
<td>ca. 39</td>
<td>ca. 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips et al., 2015</td>
<td>t = -5.27, p &lt; .001, d = .66</td>
<td>d = 0.66*</td>
<td>d = 0.65</td>
<td>ca. 50</td>
<td>ca. 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young and Phillips, 2011</td>
<td>active: t(56) = 1.55, p = 0.128,</td>
<td>active: n.s.</td>
<td>active: d = 0.06 (n.s.)</td>
<td>ca. 30</td>
<td>ca. 117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ship, active + passive)</td>
<td>passive: t(49) = 2.15, p = 0.037</td>
<td>passive: d = 0.61</td>
<td>passive: d = 0.46</td>
<td>ca. 25</td>
<td>ca. 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young and Phillips, 2011</td>
<td>active: t(58) = 1.93, p = 0.058,</td>
<td>active = n.s</td>
<td>active: d = 0.15 (n.s.)</td>
<td>ca. 25</td>
<td>ca. 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(doctor, active + passive)</td>
<td>passive: t(38) = 3.48, p = 0.001</td>
<td>passive: d = 1.13</td>
<td>passive: d = 0.21 (n.s.)</td>
<td>ca. 25</td>
<td>ca. 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kominsky &amp; Phillips, 2019,</td>
<td>conjunctive: t(80) = -0.95, p = 0.34</td>
<td>conjunctive: n.s.</td>
<td>conjunctive: d = 0.04 (n.s.)</td>
<td>ca. 40</td>
<td>ca. 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(battery, conjunctive + disjunctive)</td>
<td>disjunctive: t(85) = 5.39, p &lt; .005</td>
<td>disjunctive: d = 1.14</td>
<td>disjunctive: d = 0.42</td>
<td>ca. 40</td>
<td>ca. 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kominsky &amp; Phillips, 2019,</td>
<td>conjunctive: t(41) = -11.83, p &lt; .001</td>
<td>conjunctive = 2.69</td>
<td>conjunctive: d = 0.86</td>
<td>ca. 40</td>
<td>ca. 123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(bridge, conjunctive + disjunctive)</td>
<td>disjunctive: t(47) = -1.19, p = .23</td>
<td>disjunctive: n.s.</td>
<td>disjunctive: d = 0.32 (n.s.)</td>
<td>ca. 40</td>
<td>ca. 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kominsky &amp; Phillips, 2019,</td>
<td>not included in analysis</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>conjunctive: d = 0.50</td>
<td>ca. 40</td>
<td>ca. 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(computer, conjunctive + disjunctive)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>disjunctive: d = 0.27 (n.s.)</td>
<td>ca. 40</td>
<td>ca. 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kominsky &amp; Phillips, 2019,</td>
<td>conjunctive: t(73) = -5.59, p &lt; .001</td>
<td>conjunctive: d = 1.22</td>
<td>conjunctive: d = 0.37 (n.s.)</td>
<td>ca. 40</td>
<td>ca. 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(motion detector, conjunctive + disjunctive)</td>
<td>disjunctive: t(57) = -1.31, p = .19</td>
<td>disjunctive: n.s.</td>
<td>disjunctive: d = 0.13 (n.s.)</td>
<td>ca. 40</td>
<td>ca. 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petitt &amp; Knobe, 2009</td>
<td>Decide: t(35) = 2.4, p &lt; .05,</td>
<td>decide: d = 0.81*</td>
<td>decide: d = 2.11</td>
<td>ca. 17</td>
<td>ca. 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(chairman, desire/decide)</td>
<td>desire: t(298) = 9.52, p &lt; .0001</td>
<td>desire: d = 1.03*</td>
<td>desire: d = 1.85</td>
<td>ca. 165</td>
<td>ca. 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petitt &amp; Knobe, 2009</td>
<td>F(1,58) = 4.6, p &lt; .05</td>
<td>d = .56**</td>
<td>advocate: d = -1.38,</td>
<td>ca. 16</td>
<td>ca. 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(assistant manager, advocate/in favor of)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>in favour of: d = -1.35</td>
<td>ca. 16</td>
<td>ca. 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petitt &amp; Knobe, 2009</td>
<td>t(54) = 2.0, p &lt; .05</td>
<td>d = .54*</td>
<td>d = 2.60</td>
<td>ca. 28</td>
<td>ca. 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CEO, opposed to)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petitt &amp; Knobe, 2009</td>
<td>t(35) = 2.5, p &lt; .05</td>
<td>d = .84*</td>
<td>d = 0.33 (n.s.)</td>
<td>ca. 16</td>
<td>ca. 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bomh, intended to)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Szabo &amp; Knobe, 2003</td>
<td>t(40) = 7.9, p &lt; .01</td>
<td>d = 2.49*</td>
<td>d = 1.23</td>
<td>ca. 21</td>
<td>ca. 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(captain, modal proxies)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Szabo &amp; Knobe, 2003</td>
<td>F(1,76) = 43.6, p &lt; .001</td>
<td>d = 1.51**</td>
<td>d = -0.77</td>
<td>ca. 22</td>
<td>ca. 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(pens, modal proxies)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Szabo &amp; Knobe, 2003</td>
<td>t(50) = -7.1, p &lt; .001</td>
<td>d = 2.00*</td>
<td>d = 1.65</td>
<td>ca. 26</td>
<td>ca. 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(bull’s eye, modal proxies)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttich and Lobrozo, 2010</td>
<td>F(1,288) = 12.828, p &lt; .01</td>
<td>d = 2.00***</td>
<td>d = 0.09 (n.s.)</td>
<td>ca. 25</td>
<td>ca. 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(gizmos)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttich and Lobrozo, 2010</td>
<td>F(1,288) = 12.828, p &lt; .01</td>
<td>d = 2.00***</td>
<td>d = 0.12 (n.s.)</td>
<td>ca. 25</td>
<td>ca. 117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(scrubs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttich and Lobrozo, 2010</td>
<td>F(1,288) = 12.828, p &lt; .01</td>
<td>d = 2.00***</td>
<td>d = 0.24 (n.s.)</td>
<td>ca. 25</td>
<td>ca. 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(truck trailers)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

**Overview of Original and Replicated Effect Sizes**  
* marks effect sizes estimated from test statistics,  
** marks interaction effects,  
*** marks effect sizes averaged across multiple scenarios